A Resolution to Allocate Excess Student Activity Fee Funds to Student Organizations/

Authored by Noel Fisher, Chair of CSA

* * *

Whereas the Council on Student Affairs (CSA) shall allocate the Student Activity Fee (SAF) in the best interest of all students at The Ohio State University, and

Whereas the Student Organizations at The Ohio State University receive 12.48% of the SAF for the purpose of funding student programs, and

Whereas MacGregor Obergfell, CSA Fiscal Coordinator, outlined an increased rate of spending by the CSA Allocation Committee through this current fiscal year, and

Whereas his projections have the Allocations Subcommittee in line to spend ~$86,000 over there current allocation, and

Whereas CSA currently has excess funds in the SAF cash balance,

Whereas Section C. of the CSA Operating Procedures outlines a process to allocate excess SAF funds, and

Whereas the aforementioned process requires 2/3 majority approval to allocation SAF funds.

Therefore, Let it Be Resolved that CSA immediately allocate $50,000 to Student Organizations for use throughout the remainder of the current fiscal year.

Floor Vote:  Aye: ____   Nay:  ____   Present:  _____

Date Adopted:  ________________ Date Terminated:  ________________
